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For kids who grew up in America, when the word “CELEBRATION” comes into our mind, we 

think of fun parties, often late at night, a dark room with a few disco lights, and an utterly different 
picture than those in China. As Chinese kids, we should know about celebration in China. However, 
often times the lanterns and dragons just aren’t the first things that pop into our minds. 

Chinese New Year (春节), probably the most famous Chinese festival or party, is a celebration 
dedicated to the beginning of a new year. While America celebrates the New Year on January 1st, 
China’s calendars are slightly different. For them, this is their special day to honor another amazing year 
passing by, and the beginning to a great one. Also known as The Spring Festival or Lunar New Year, this 
country-wide festival has signs of China and Chinese Traditions in every corner. Let’s start off with a 
mini-Chinese tradition lesson. 

As Chinese boys and girls, we are familiar with the many important symbols of China, such as 
our dragons and beautiful [often] red & yellow Cheongsam, or, as it is better known as, qipao (旗袍). 
Our flag presents our colors well, red and yellow. This red and yellow is oftentimes used in special 
symbols, such as our decorations and gifts. 

Cheongsam, or qipao, is a traditional Chinese dress for women to wear mostly on Chinese New 
Year or other special occasions. These are generally tight, body-fitting dresses than have our own 
distinct design on them, the different patterns of beautiful flowers woven on them. Although these 
unique dresses come in different colors and with different designs, they tend to symbolize our colors 
(red and yellow) and our special flower design. These dresses have an unbelievable amount of beauty 
and fashion in them, and it is also very easy to spot in a crowd, thanks to its unique style. 

Dragons. Mythical creatures. Big, long, slithery animals that seem to be part snake and part lion, 
that apparently can fly. These fantasy creatures symbolize power, strength, and good luck in China, also 
traditionally representing potent and auspicious powers. They are used as a peacemaker, lucky charm, 
a source of strength, and to represent the strong country China wants (and is) to be. These traditional 
animals are very popular in Chinese New year celebrations, and perhaps one of the most hit parts of the 
Chinese New Year parade. It also oftentimes is the funniest and most memorable act for both children 
and [suprisingly!] adults. These creatures like to dance around and make kids laugh, bring happiness to 
them, just like all celebrations should do. Most of the time, people stand underneath the dragon and run 
around with the dragon above itself, and sometimes people get into the entire dragon, like wearing a 
costume. This normally requires two people, one standing in the front with the head, and one bending 
forwards as the body. 

The Chinese New Year parade is also a fun part, especially for children. This huge parade 
consists mostly of traditional Chinese dances and the most famous one, the dragon dances. This parade 



happens in places in China, as well as America, where it typically combines elements of the Chinese 
Lantern Festival and ordinary American parades. 

In both America and China, a celebration can’t be complete without decorations. One of the 
most popular decorations in China is our famous red lanterns! These special lights are a perfect mix of 
beauty, elegance, and royalness. These lanterns make a dull Chinese Street look like a fancy aisle in a 
queen’s castle! They light up the festival and are a sign of booming life and prosperous business. 

Gifts! Gifts are the best part of parties, whether its a birthday party or a Christmas party! Our 
special traditional gift in China on Chinese New Year are red envelopes (红包). This may be the most 
popular part of Chinese New Year, and even non-Chinese people know about this and joke about it with 
their Chinese friends. Red envelopes are envelopes with money inside that adults give to children. 
These may come in Chinese currency (renminbi - 人民币) or, as Asian Americans, we may often get US 
dollars from our parents, and sometimes (but rarely) grandparents if they are familiar with our 
American ways. Children always like red envelopes because they get money, and they always go up to 
their elders and say the phrase (in Chinese) for red envelopes. 恭喜发财，红包拿来. This is a way of 
politely greeting one’s elders and also politely asking for the money! :) 

Finally, Chinese New Year can’t be complete without our annual Chinese New Year 
Performances! Only the top shows and acts can get on this show, and it is put on many different TV 
channels for us to watch. Acts in this performance include funny skits, beautiful dances, and amazing 
vocal projection from famous singers in China. Families who watch this show on TV usually stay at 
home and eat traditional foods, such as dumplings and sometimes just the family’s favorite food. Some 
families with lower income save money throughout the entire year just for this one huge meal, but 
most families would say that they think it is worth it. This special meal along with this entertaining show 
on TV is the main celebration part, and this is the time families come together like a family reunion (in 
China, they don’t have Christmas or Thanksgiving so this is their family reunion time) and enjoy this 
special holiday. 

Chinese New Year is not the only celebration in China, although it may be the biggest. There are 
also other events such as The Mid-Autumn Festival (中秋节), The Yuanxiao Festival/Lantern Festival 
(元宵节), The Duanwu Festival (端午节), The National Day of China (国庆), The Qingming Festival (清
明节), The Yuandan Festival (元旦), The Chongyang Festival (重阳节), and many more. These festivals 
have many of the same elements of Chinese New Year, such as performances (although not as big or 
popular) and decorations. Many of these celebrations have special foods, acts, symbols, and other 
things. 

Celebration in China and America may be different, but they all have the same point: 
celebrating something and having fun. 


